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Robert Mortimer 
Haverford College 
Haverford, Pennsylvania 19041-1392 

Dear Professor Mortimer: 

I have put together a package of documents in the AFL-CIO 
and US labor and foreign affairs which should be of use to the History 
and Political Science Departments and be good library resourses. The 
folders contain documents on: 

(1) The AFL-CIO and El Salvador 
(2) The AFL-CIO and Nicaragua 
(3) Labor and International Affairs (Speeches 

by Lane Kirkland, Irving Brown, etc.) 
(4) Documents on U.S. unions: Speeches by the President 

and Secretary Treasurer of the AFL-CIO and Booklets 
on the AFL-CIO. 

(5) America's trade Crisis: A labor point of view 
(6) Mimeographed Articles on Labor in International 

Affairs by Prof. Roy Godson 
(7) George Meany 
(8) International Debt Problem: Points of view of the 

AFL-CIO 
(9) Notes on US Labor and World Affairs, by Richard 

V. Oulahan, Class of 1967 

I will also bring a selection of the more interesting documents 
from the October 1987 AFL-CIO Convention. 

In the most recent survey sent to alumni there were 60 or so 
categories of professions listed but not one even came close to resembling 
labor. This is perhaps one of the principle reasons for putting together 
these folders. 

RVO/lpl. 
c.c.: Prof. L. Green 

Prof. R. Lane 

Sincerely, 

Richard V. Oulahan 
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US,LABOR AND WORLD AFFAIRS 

A) BACKGROUND TO 1945 

Samuel Gompers (1850-1924) 

An immigrant from England 

Cigar maker union President 1874-1881 

by Richard V. Oulahan 
Class of 1967 

President of the American Federation of Labor (AFL) from 1886 to 1924 

(year 1895 excepted). 

"What does labor want? It wants the earth and the fullness therof. 

There is nothing too precious, there is nothing too beautiful, too lofty, too 

ennobling unless it is within the scope and comprehension of labor's aspirations 

and wants. We want more schoolhouses and less jails more books and less arsenals, 

more learning and less vice, more constant work and less crime, more leisure and 

less greed, more justice and less revenge; in fact more opportunities to cultivate 

our better natures, to make manhood more noble, womanhood more beautiful, and 

childhood more happy and bright." 

- Against the idea and spread of an American colonial Empire in 1~98. His 

ideas were defeated. In time he "accepted imperialism in as part of the American 

fabric, working only to ,improve the conditions of labor within that framework." 

Trade unionism should be extended to territories. 

Immigration issues 

Knew Europe and European labor first hand. Active in international 

organizations of organized labor. 

- The Gompers AFL "was won over to the cause of the Mexican revolutionary 

movement" in the early years of this century. Lewis L. Lorwin wrote: "In 1910, 

when the revolution against Diaz was begun by Madero, under the banner of 'Land 

and Liberty' the AF of L used its influence that the American government should 

not intervene. After the assassination of Madero in 1913, the A.F. of L. 'helped 

in sustaining the attitude of the American government in its refusal to recognize 

Huerta," and in 1914, supported Carranza. 

- Mexico: "Gompers' interest in Mexican affairs, as in other interna

tional labor relations, was motivated by two considerations. By helping the workers 

of other countries to raise their standard of living, there would be less danger 

of their undermining American standards. Also, the cooperation of the workers 

of the world would help to establish brotherhood and peace and strengthen democracy 

everywhere, including the United States ... }:) 

He died while traveling back from the inauguration of General Calles and 

attending the 4th Congress of the Pan-American Federation of Labor which had taken 

place in Mexico City. 
"' I tf,..., ·- ----" n---.- .. -..:1 l!..A' ...... -...1.-.1 n "J'JC... 
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Dangers of Nazism 

"I can tell you of a meeting held in New York City in 1933 at which William 

Green (AFL president), David Dubinsky and Matthew Woll (AFL vice-presidents) 

were present. I was there, too, but just as a young observer -oh, just out 

of curiosity, let's say; I was there as an officer of my own union. And at 

that meeting in April of 1933 there were two organizations formed: one known as 

the Anti-Nazi Non-Sectarian League and the other known as the German Labor Chest. 

The Anti-Nazi Non-Sectarian League was set up to boycott German-made 

goods that were being turned out by the regime of Adolf Hitler. The German 

Labor Chest was set up to collect funds for the rescue and relief of labor leaders 

who were either in exile from their homeland in Germany or who were in concentration 

camps, put there by Hitler. 

We did this because of our belief that we had a stake in what was happening 

in Germany in those days, because we knew -and we knew from sad experience- that 

the first victim of any dictator, whether he is a dictator of the Left or of 

the Right .•. must be the workingman, because nobody can dictate to any country 

unless he controls the means of production. 

So the significance of this little incident I am telling you is this: It 

took place in April of 1933 at a time when the vast majority of the American 

people were unaware that there was any threat to their future by the actions 

of this madman 4000 miles away. And the date of April 1933 is significant 

because Hitler only came to power on January 30, 1933. Less than three months 

later, American labor was participating with others in the formation of 

organizations to fight Hitler at a time when the vast majority of our people 

in this country were isolationists." 2/ 

At the same time: 

"Before the war, many held fast to labors' traditional pacifist impulses; 

they wanted to stay out of Europes' faraway quarrels." Jose Kennen in "Joseph 

D. Keenan, Labors' Ambassador in War and Peace" by Francis F. Gannon, 1984. 

Practically all of labor supported FDR's reelection in 1940 except John 

L. Lewis who accused Roosevelt of leading the US towards war and therefore 

would support Dewey. 

2/ "George Meany and his Times", Archie Robinson, P. 52 y 53 . 
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Great Surge of Trade Union Energy 

1930s - Organizing the mass production industries. The importance of the 

Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) in shaking up the labor movement. 

Both the AFL and the CIO organized the unorganized. In 1937 AFL membership 

was2.8million and in 19414.5 million. The CIO had 1.5 million in 1937 and 

in 1941 2.8 million. 

World War II 

US labor agreed with management that production for the war effort was 

essential and therefore, there should be no strikes or lockouts and that there 

should be a boa~d (War Labor Board) appointed by the President to settle 

disputes. Labor continued to organize during the war. 

In the fall of 1942 Joseph D. Keenan of the International Brotherhood of 

Electrical Workers and the Chicago Federation of Labor, then working with the 

Labor Production Branch of the War Production Board, was informed in a Penetegen 

meeting about the "ultimate weapon" (the atomic bomb) and that his job was to 

find "200.000 mechanics, electricians, phembers and pipefitters inmediately" for 

the Manhattan Project. His job was to get all these people without telling 

them why . 

3. 
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B) 1945 AND ON 

The U.S. labor movement began to articulate three guiding principles in 

the conduct of its foreign affairs: 

4. 

"First, free trade unions should be established every-where in the world 

-unions controlled solely by their members and not run by governments, denominations, 

employers or political parties. 

Second, such unions, must be f~ee to assemble, organize, engage in 

collective bargaining, and strike. 

Third, unions run by totalitarian organizations (Communist, Fascist, 

Nazi, Falangist) or military dictatorships are "labor fronts" not labor unions." 

(Gus Tyler in George Meany: The Making of a Freedom Fighter, 1979, A Project of 

the National Trade Union Council for Human Rights of the Jewish Labor Committee) 

After war - Greatest effort dedicated to Western Europe for obvious 

reasons: But there were AFL representatives and projects in Latin America and 

Asia. The European office of the AFL took care of Africa . 

LET'S START WITH WESTERN EUROPE 

IDEA: Rebuild a strong, democratic and economically viable Western 

Europe in which free trade unions would play a key role. 

This meant 

- Active support of aid plans to Europe, and esp. the Marshall Plan. 

- Convincing the US government and the US military occupational commands 

of the importance of trade unions in a New Europe. 

- Direct US union support in rebuilding the European trade union movement 

- Rebuilding the international democratic trade union movement which had 

been shattered by fascism and the war. 

- Opposing the Soviet design to control as much of Europe as possible 

and keep the other part as weak and politically divided as possible. This 

battle was fought fiercely in the trade union movement as Soviet political 

doctrine sees the trade union movement as a key area for advancing its cause. 

What happened? (IJ'1ll Boak on s.ubj ect = American labor and European politics: 

the AFL as a Transnational Force by Roy Godson). Excepts from book follow. Plus 

Comments by the former European Representative of the AFL and then AFL-CIO Irving 

Brown. 
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AMERICAN LABOR AND EUROPEAN POLITICS 

I:. '1 ~ frv..J-.o ,..._ . 
can be and ·ndeed have been significant actors in their own right. To nderstand 
the major ev ts of the past and the world scene today, they argue is essential 
to examine the olicies of these nongovernmental organizatio and their inter
actions with gove ments. For example, to understand e nts in a number of 
Latin American cou tries and such European ,countrie s Spain and Italy, it has 
been and remains esse tial to take account of the 1vities of the Roman Catho
lic church. Similarly, st ents of the Middle 

British Mandate period a er World War I r the present day, have to consider 
the activities of Jewish and er nang ernmental organizations. Actions of the 
Palestine Liberation Organizat n, t Zionist groups, and many other organiza
tions sometimes affect the pol" cs of the area as much as do actions of the 
governments of Egypt and I ael o for that matter, the United States and the 
Soviet Union. And, mor to the poi t, all may be seen as interacting in one 
grand drama that ext Cis well beyond t Middle East proper. 

If this is true 10se who want to unde stand or to shape world politics must 
be concerned ""'1th nongovernmental organiz tions. These organizations can, and 
do, alter course of events. To ignore them will not only make it difficult for 
one to nderstand the world; it will also mean that one will lose an opportunit~· 
to shape its future. 

~ In this book, an attempt will be made to demonstrate that one type of 
nongovernm~rganization, the trade union can play an enormously impor
tant role in world politics. 

2 
For years, trade unions have been involved in the 

most sensitive political and security issues of the day, not only in their own 
countries but across national borders as well. They have been major actors in 
propaganda drives, elections, and efforts to change government policy. They 
have also been participants in sabotage, espionage, coups d'etat, and revolutions. 
Indeed, trade,. unions have been among the most significant nongovernmental 
organizations involved in shaping major events in the twentieth century. 

The maln focus of the study will be the activities of American trade unions 
in restoring and maintaining the European and world balance of power in the 
decade following World War II. The argument will be made that the American 
Federation of Labor was a significant actor in its own right; that European trade 

2 
An organization is nongovernmental to the extent that it is a free association of 

individuals, groups, and institutions; it is independently financed; and its leaders are selected 
by, and responsible only to, the members of the organization. The membership can com
prise solely individuals from one state-a national nongovernmental organization (NNGO) or 
individuals and groups from more than one state-an iniernational nongovernmental organi
zation (!NGO). An NNGO or an INGO becomes an actor in world politics when it affects 
the movement of tangible or intangible goods across national boundaries. 

Trade unions are nongovernmental organizations to the extent that they meet these 
criteria. Labor organizations created or controlled by totalitarian or authoritarian govern
ments, such as those in Soviet Russia or what was formerly Franco's Spain, in this sense are 
not trade unions or nongovernmental actors. 

5. 
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unions were important actors as well; and that the interaction of these non
governmental entities with each other and with European, the United States, and 
the ~ussian governments in substantial part determined the course of postwar 
rustory. 

Specifically, it will be argued that the AFL helped maintain the postwar 
balance of power by helping to prevent the Soviet Union from dominating the 
European continent. The AFL was able to do this by helping to build new, 
noncommunist trade union structures and thus to undercut Russian control of 
the European labor movement. This result, in turn, strengthened democratic 
pluralism in Western Europe and impeded Stalin's ability to use Moscow
oriented labor leaders to destroy democracy, upset the balance of power, and 
thus dominate the Continent. 

There will be a description of why and how the AFL became involved in 
Europe and particularly in a key country, France. Alth~can union
ists were motivated to some extent by economic and humanitarian consider
ations, the major reason for their actioR was political. The AFL leadership was 
seeking to maintain democratic trade unionism, preserve the powerequilibrium 
of the Western nations and the Soviet Union, and promote economic and social 
justice in the United States and abroad. This meant preventing the Russians from 
gaining control of Western Europe and either precipitating war with the United 
States or, ultimately, destroying democracy and genui;e trade unionism in the 
United States. 

To achieve these objectives, the AFL launched a broad range of activities . 
First, the American unionists ran up the warning flag: the Soviet Union and its 
allies in Western Europe-local Communist parties-were· not to be trusted. 
Sooner or latet, the AFL warned, the Communists would move to dominate 
Western Europe and snuff out the reviving democracies. The Russians and their 
allies would \)se a variety of means to these ends, the AFL said, including trade 
union organizations. If they were successful, workers in Western Europe would 
suffer the same fate as workers behind the Iron Curtain-forced labor and the 
destruction of trade union rights. In English, French, German, and Italian, the 
AFL made its views known throughout the world. AFL publications, some of 
them in Russian, were even smuggled, at great risk, by sailors and workers on 
barges into the ports and ·canals of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union itself. 

At the same time, the American trade unionists started redirecting some of 
the resources they had used during the war in aid of the victims of nazism to the 
partisans of postwar democracy. Food parcels and ·other types of material assis
tance were channeled by the AFL to workers who were struggling to rebuild the 
democratic trade union movement. In such countries as France, food parcels 

<-were a welcome addition to the meager postwar diet. In others-Germany, for 
example-they were an outright necessity for thousands of workers and their 
families barely eking out a living in the ruins of Central Europe . 

6 • 
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The AFL also began to help finance European union leaders who requested 
assistance. Many of the prewar leaders were impoverished. They had returned 
from Nazi concentration camps or from the Resistance to find their prewar 
organizations largely destroyed. 

In addition to the task of rebuilding the unions, democratic European labor 
leaders were faced with another pressing problem. They were opposed b:1 power
ful rivals within the house of labor. Before the war, Communists were a distinct 
minority in the leadership of the labor movement. After the war it was a differ
ent story. Communist cadres began moving into prominent leadership positions 

v in France and Italy even before the fighting ended. The Communists were cen
trally directed and well funded. They were skilled organizers. Shortly after the 
war, they emerged as the dominant faction in the main trade union bodies in 
both countries. 

Some noncommunist union leaders argued that the democratic elements 
could peacefully coexist with the Communists in the same union, that continua
tion of wartime Resistance unity would enable the workers of Europe to over
come er:;onomic and social injustice just as they had overcome Fascist and Nazi 
oppression, and that cooperation with the Soviet Union and parties friendly to it 
was essential for postwar stability and security. These leaders believed that the 
noncommunists could avoid being controlled by the Communists and that the 
unions would not be used to support Russian political and military objectives. 

Other noncommunist leaders were less sanguine. They believed that coexis
tence in the same organization would be disastrous. Unity with the Communists, 
they argued, was incompatible with genuine trade unionism. It would not pro
duce very much in the way of immediate economic benefits because the Com
munist union leaders were subservient to Russian-controlled Communist 
parties-unless, of course, economic benefits for workers happened to be "the 
party line"'at a given time. Moreover, they felt that it would be very dangerous 
to allow Communists to control or even share substantially in the control of one 
of the major institutions in democratic society, the trade union. Sooner or later, 
these noncommunist union leaders argued, the Russians would use local Commu
nist allies to support their political-military policies in Europe, just as they had 
done before World War II. 

To get help in rebuilding the unions and to avoid working with the Commu
nists, these union leaders turned to the A FL. In France and Italy in particular, a 
faction of the noncommunist leadership appealed to the American unions for 
support. They received it. Although by today's standards the sums delivered 
were not large, they were quite significant in the immediate postwar period. 
Organizers could be hired, paper and mimeograph machines purchased, and 
tracts distributed. 

The AFL also played an organizational role. At first this meant serving as a 
rallying point for those trade unionists who refused to work with Communist 

7. 
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unions in their own countries and to involve themselves in the World Federation 
of Trade Unions (WFTU), the international organization of national trade union 
centers. (Individual unions in a coqntry usually belonged to a national center 
such as the AFL in the United States. These national centers, in turn, tended to 
affiliate with an international labor body such as the WFTU.) The AFL was the 
only major national trade union center that refused t<2join the neWTrlternational 
organization-formed in f9:4'3'=mai~y on the grounds that !:!l~.R~s_sjap_s_and 
their Communist allies would soon ge~-~~ntro(oU'bi-:=ciii~~iza~L~n__\lnd use it 
throughout the world as an iil§tnnnent.oLRussianforeign.policy.. 3 The AFL also 
urged European--and American affiliates of the international trade secretariats
industry-based federations such as the International Transport Workers' Federa
tion-not to affiliate with the WFTU, lest the secretariats, too, fall under Russian 
domination. 
Alth~ many national centers ignored AFL overtures and joined the 

WFTU anyway, 1he AEL's efforts were a significant factor in preventing the 
secretarilJ.tS from falling_under W.EII.Lcontrol~BY 1948, moreover-:;-as Russian 
attempts to use the national centers and the WFTU to thwart the Marshall Plan, 
European recovery, and political stability became more overt -disillusionment 
set in among the noncommunist WFTU affiliates. At this point, the AFL played 
a major role in helping to bring together those elements that had refused to work 
with Communists from the beginning with those that had given coexistence a 
flyer until then. New national centers were created in France and Italy, and a 
new international organization was established (in early 1949) with AFL assis
tance. The International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICETU) and the 
trade secretariats, together with the AFL, served as a counterforce to Russian 
attempts to use the WFTU and the Communist unions in France, Italy, and also 
Germany for disruptive political ends. 

Each year from 1947 through 1950, Communist labor organizations (in 
France and Italy particularly) organized political strikes, engaged in espionage 
and sabotage, and may have tried to foment revolutions and coups d'etat-all 
presumably at Moscow's direction. The democratic labor organizations fought 
back. On the docks, ships, and barges and in the factories and streets of Europe, 
a political war was fought. Some battles consisted only of an exchange of bulle
tins and ballots; others involved bullets and blows. Enormous daring and courage 
were displayed, sometimes openly but more often in the day-to-day resistance of 
men and women who continued going to work in spite of bribes, threats, and 
intimidation. When the battle was over, Western Europe was on the way to 

3 The AFL briefly was affiliated with the major interwar international labor body, the International Federation of Trade Unions, in the early 1920s. It withdrew from this organization after a few years, mainly because it did not want to get involved in the ideological struggles of the European unions, but it reaffiliated in 1937. The Europeans, however, dissolved the organization at the end of World War II and created the WFTU . 

8 . 
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economic and political stability and progress. The internal balance of power 
within a number of European countries was no longer seriously threatened. The 
global balance of power, which had broken down even before World War II, also 
was finally restored. 

These conclusions do not, of course, go unchallenged. Many commentators, 
most of whom have altogether ignored the role of nongovernmental organiza
tions in postwar European and world politics, believe that labor's international 
involvement was not especially significant at this particular historical juncture. 
Others assert that the AFL on its own, as a nongovernmental force, was utrim
portant, but that as a tool of United States foreign policy it did play a significant 
role in quashing genuine "revolutionary" movements in Europe and elsewhere. 

At the other end of the spectrum, some participants in these postwar events 
have exaggerated the AFL's role. They maintain that the AFL, virtually alone, 
was able decisively to affect the European labor movement and European poli
tics. But reality was more complex. As will be demonstrated,Jbe_AF_L was never 
able to impose its preferences on European labor. Instead it was necessary that 
European and American tra-de_uniQnu.bar_e, JQ..SOJile_~bsJ.~J:!_tiaLdegr~e, the same 
values, attitudes, and objective_s,_Tb.E:.grcater .the c_()i!Jcid~e. thf_greater was the 
AFL's ability to influence event in. Europe. 

In fact, the case of the AFL in postwar Europe suggests that a number of 
conditions may have to be present for unions in any one country-acting alone 
or in concert with others-to be able to influence world politics. Indeed, this 
study describes a number of conditions or "the context" that enabled the AFL 
to play a significant role in world affairs at a particular time and place. If enough 
of these conditions can be delineated correctly and if, based on much more 
research, they can be matched up with conditions in other times and places, it 
may be possibJe to suggest other occasions when unions-in the United States or 
elsewhere-may have been or may become significant forces in world affairs. The 
formulation•of a set of such preconditions, which in the future may be generally 
applicable as a tool ot analysis, will run through this study as a continuous 
thread. 

As a first pr~o~~ition, the .fate_oLpostwar.Eumpe_~~ruciai_!Q_1he restora
tion of the ___global balance of power. Europe had been at ~nter of world 
politics for centuries. What happened there affected politics everywhere. At the 
end of World War II, Western Europe may no longer have been the single most 
important center of world power, but it remained of criticaJ importance. If one 
of the postwar superpowers could obtain con troi of Europe's resources, it could, 
if it chose to, impose its will on the rest of the world. This was, after all, one of 
the major underlying reasons that the United States went to war in 1917 and 
again in 1941-to prevent one state from overturning the global balance of 
power. The United States could not allow what it regarded as an expansionist 

9. 
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ideology. World War II is therefore to be viewed in the light of an' 

ideological struggle involving the promise of fundamental changes. 

This objective carried over into the post-war years. Even 

though the Nazis were defeated by an Alliance, one of the Allies--the 

USSR--has been playing this kind of role in the whole post-war period 

right up to the present. Even in the very period of the Alliance against 

the Nazis, the Soviets were planning in terms of their own political, 

ideological and geographical opjectives in both the industrial and 

developing world. 

Already political and ideological factors had influenced relation-

ships between military and political forces. World War II was a --- ---~------~ 

perfect example of_how-polit-i-e-a-l--£or-ee_s_ancL_()rgGl:_~!~<i.!i_<:m~ i~ the enemy li-nd 

• occupi~ntries~ __ were employed to ~~~i_!:itc:_~_!Ililitary plans. In this 

respect, the labor movements in Europe--especially in transportation--

' 
were a source of very important information about the movements of 

trains and ships by the Germans. The organization of a labor depart-

ment in the U.S. Government's Office of Strategic Services (OSS) was 

extremely valuable in this respect and the International Transport 

Workers Federation became one of the important instruments for the 

organization of various forms of resistance to the Nazis in France, 

Germany and Austria. 

These same labor movements became the targets for the 
"-----"·------··---- -

communists as soon as the war began corning to a:x:_~nd in Europe--
---------- -- -- . ---- - . 

• e spec~_in _ _the West. While the Soviets consolidated their position 

in Eastern Europe and used the trade unions there to nail down their 
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power and eliminate all forms of opposition, the Communists in the 

West drove to take power, especially in France and Italy, by taking 

over whatever 'remained as symbols of the trade unions, after years 

of Nazi occupation, and continued to sp~ak in the name of anti-fascist 
~~ 

unity despite the fact that the war with the Nazis was practically over. 

What was beginning was the political war of the Communists 

to try to take power in Western Europe or, at least, deny power to the 

democratic forces who were now.dedicated to the rebuilding of their 

de strayed economies. The lack of political policy on the part of the 

Western armies permitted the C. P. to come back into contro'l of the 
~~---~ ~---- --------------~ --------------------

trade unions under the m~~~_of Allied uni!y_, !E:e slogans of anti-fascism 
- ~-~ ... ·-~-~- ·- ---~-····· ~~~~. ~--- --------

Military commanders were without any political understanding and 

guidance on how to deal with labor unions, youth organizations, political 

officials, etc. in order to distinguish between those who were truly 

nationalists and the communists who masqueraded as nationalists. 

A new resistance began as the former ally, the USSR, unleashed 

its communist forces in Western Europe in an attempt to sabotage first 

the Marshall Plan and then NATO. It was at this critical juncture, 

1947-1948, that the democratic trade union forces split away from the 

united trade union organizations --C GT in France and CGIL in Italy. 

It was this decisive move that may have prevented these countries from 

going the way of Czechoslovakia in 1948, or at least, prevented what may 
------·----~------~-~ ~---

have become a military or para-military operation right in the heart of 
r------------·-- --~-~-

Europ~ 

11. 
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When the communist forces launched general strikes in France 

and Italy, they were stopped. The organization of a separate trade 

union force,dedicated to the rights of workers but unalterably opposed 

to the communists,was a decisive factor in preventing France and Italy 

from being plunged into what could have been a serious civil war and 

the possible eventual intervention of outside military forces. 

These same labor organizations after the defeat of the general 

strikes, played a leading role unloading the ships coming from the 

States during the period of the Marshall Plan and NATO. In 1949 the 

French communists had declared openly in an official communique that 

they would launch an 11 international campaign to prevent the loading and 

unloading of arms and equipment in the ports of all the countries of 

• We stern Europe. 11 

. 
The unloading of arms in the French and Italian ports was 

accomplished in spite of this communist attempt to obstruct under orders 

from lvf.oscow. The creation of the Committees of Vigilance in the 

major We stern European ports under the banner of the International 

Transport Workers Federation (ITF) confronted and defeated the strong-

arm methods of the Communist Party. These organizations, primarily 

indigenous in France and Italy, were, however, linked to an interna-

tional effort in which the American trade unions played a leading role. 

This was a bitter pill for the communists to swallow and their 

propaganda campaign at that time reflected their frustration and momen-

• tary defeat. The communists have always concentrated on____wi.nn.i-ng over-+ 

-----------------------
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trade u~~C>~~r.gaJ:liZ<l:tA9E~~-~-jnstruments to_ be used in achieving politi-
.-- . 

c~. As early as 1919, Lenin proclaimed his 21 point program as 

the basis for the Communist International. In this program there are 

two paragraphs outlining what trade unions mean for the Bolsheviks. 

/-..· 

/The trade union movement is one of the instruments through which the 
! 

communists expect to achieve power outside the Soviet orbit in order to 

either paralyze the operation of constitutional, democratic governments 

I or eventually seize power, as in Czechoslovakia (1948) where the commu• 

I nists armed the "works council, 11 which they controlled, and pitted them 

l against the le<gally constituted government. 

In France and Italy, however, the sweep of communist strikes 

in 1947 and 1948 did not end in the taking of power--in fact, these were 

the years when the communists were ousted from the governments of 

France and Italy. U~~erlying these political events was the breaking 

away of the democratic trade unionists from the "united" trade unions 

which the respective Communist Parties controlled. These were the 

years when the minority in the CB- controlled organization really 

represented the great mass of people who wanted unions but not commu-

nist revolution. Perhaps, this was an early example of a 11 silent 

majority". backed by strong actions of the governments in power, that 

prevented the"a·ggressive minorit 11 from overwhelming the na.t~~n with 

their _agitation, propag~nd~dfin~.!!y: "direct action" and the implicit 

threat of sabotage and para-military action. 
-~----

They were defeated in 

their final objectives because entrenched national labor organizations 

J 

13. 
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rose up and refused to take the final step of a general strike which leads 

• only to the destruction of the state or the decline and destruction of the 

trade unions. Ever since this defeat, the CP has never been able to 

mount the same kind of mil~tant, anti-governmental force that they 

achieved in the winter of 1947-1948. And even though the non-communist 

~-------------------
----------

forces have remained an o:tganizational minority, no major strikes can 

succeed in France if the non-communists refuse to sup?ort them. What 

__ , ___ ., __ , ____ . ·----------.. ·-·--

is more;thewhole-id-ea of trade unionism has become somewhat tarnish-

ed by the Communists,and whereas in 1947 the CGT in France had close 

to 7, 000,000 members, there are no more than 2, 000, 000 in the entire 

French trade union movement which is now split in four or five different 

central organizations • 

• In addition to the French and Italian experiences, there has 

been a struggle for power in Germany which reached its highest point 

in Berlin in 1949. The Berlin airlift, a landmark in the post-war resis-

tance to Soviet communist aggression, could not have succeeded without 

the decisive action of the free German labor forces working in close V 

cooperation with American labor and the Allied authorite s in the beseige~ 

city. General Maxwell Taylor, the Berlin Commandant at the time, 

testified to the fact that the military equipment shipped by rail to Berlin 

over a stretch of 100 miles in the Soviet Zone could not have reached its 

destination without the cooperation of the German railway trade unionists. 

Through their vigilance, preparation and organization, the planned 

• attempts of sabotage were countered by these organized railway workers 
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who maimed the trains and guarded the rails. Fu_r~~::_rmore, !he splitting 

.of the united Berlin ~nio::_s,which had included the commun~~,~ the 

creationat that time of the Free and Independent Unions of Lerlin (UGO) 
---- ---·--------·-. ~~··- --- -- - ·-··-------- ..,. 

blocked the Soviet supported attempt to launch a general strike which 
. ~~ ....- - ·-------- ·--

would have nullified the airlift. Here was an example of the unions playing 
--·· .. .,......,_ ___ --~-- ...... ~~----

a positive role in supporting the military effort to break the corp.munist 

blockade. This constituted one phase of what was an overall effort in 

Germany to prevent the comrnunists from taking over the labor movement 

of Western Germany. It was the building and creation of a positive, 

democratic labor movement which permitted also the kind of miraculous 

economic recovery of Germany. Although the early mistakes of the 

military in occupied Germany could have led to disastrous results, 
--·~· ~---------- ... 

American labor's support of the German free trade unions and interven-

tion with the military and political authorities blocked not only the German 

• 
communists but their allies and fellow~ travellers in the occupation 

government. It was this kind of political and ideological strength of 

both German and American labor that prevented a repetition of the 

French and Italian experience in Germany. 

It is most unfortunate that trends in Western Europe today-- and 

especially in the labor movement--are moving once again back to the <.-..,'&)< 
1945-47 period of labor unity with the communists, along with their 

political counterparts. The present rapprochement policy of the German 

government is having harmful effects on the labor movement. Once 

again, American labor is speaking out on this question and is appealing 
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No More Colonialism 

- American labor wanted the goals of national independence as referred to 

the 1941 Atlantic charter to be implemented: i.e. -European Colonial Empires should 

grant national independence to their colonies. 

So on the one hand, the AFL is supporting the effort of England, France 

and Holland to rebuild. 

It is also opposing their reassertation of colonial control. It critices 

the US government, and especially the US State Department, for not opposing this 

return. 

1ilt is wellknown to any student of international trade unionism, so much 

so it needs no documentation, that the most bitter quarrels between the British 

Trades Union Congress and the AFL-CIO concerned irreconcilable differences on 

colonialism, particularly the then British colonial possesions. The proceedings 

of the ICFTU Congressses, particularly that of 1959, contain sharply-worded debates 

between TUG and AFL-CIO speakers on the colonial issue. The British press during 

the December 1959 tenth anniversary world congress concealed nothing about these 

Anglo-American differences. One knowledgeable British industrial correspondent 

wrote: "Mr George Meany, the Arneriean trade union boss, and his team at the Brussels 

congress .•. have decided they are going to be trade union pioneers in Africa. They 

are fed up with what they regard as the casual and cautious way in which the 

confederation is building up trade unionism among Africans ..• But what worries Sir 

Vincent Tewson (then TUG General Secretary) and the T.U.C. delegates is that this 

move (creation of a labor college in North Africa) will damage British prestige in 

Africa." 

In 1956, Irving Brown and Victor Reuther, the AFL-CIO representantives 

attending an ICFTU Council meeting in Brussels, voted to admit the General Union 

of Argelian Workers (UGTA) into the ICFTU and the vote carried. Robert Bothereau, 

the delegate of the French Force Ouvriere, walked out in protest. Louis Major, 

delegate of the Belgian General Federation of Workers (FGTB), inveighed against 
II 

the vote focusing his anger on the AFL-CIO. (A. Beichman) 

~This policy of dual opposition has been labor policy from the first merger 

convention in 1955, as it was before the merger, of the AFL and CIO. The first 

AFL-CIO convention opposed "all colonialism -the old declining western as well as 

the new rising Soviet colonialism ... " and asserted: "All peoples -in Europe no less 

than in Asia or Africa- who have been subjected to the yoke of alien despotism should 

be encouraged in their efforts to regain the right of self-determination which will 

enable them to choose the form of government they desire and enjoy the Charter of the 

United Nations." (Beichman) 
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AMERICAN POLICY IN THE THIRD WORLD 
LESSONS LEARNED FROM VIETNAM* 

By 

Irving Brown 
Executive Director 

African-American Labor Center 

There could have bee.n alternatives to Vietnam in the past. 

There should be alternatives in the present and for the futureo Whether 

this happens or not depends upon whether we have learned the lessons of 

the past. If not, as Santayana has said, we are doomed to repeat the past • . 
What ~s the alternative to a major war in Vietnam itself? 

Prior to the involvement of great masses of American troops and officers) 

in a war to maintain the rights of people to their own self-determination, 
I 

the We stern world could have supported the nationalist movement in those 

early days and helped them to attain their independence in a peaceful and 

democratic manner. This me~a_politica.l...aolution_at_~ry ea::!Y, sta.,.i~--

*This is a revised version of a paper originally prepared for the National 
Strategy Information Center, excerpts of which were printed in the 
American Federationist, September, 1971. 
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at a stage when the communists were not in complete control of the nationalist 
---· -·~-- -----·---·---

• forces. In fact, the early post-World War II years, prior to 1953, was a 

period in which many nationalists were breaking with the communists. 

There were the years when men like Tran Quoc Buu, the present 

leader of the South Vietnamese labor movement, were refusing to go along 

with Ho Chi Minh .and his cohorts while remaining nationalists dedicated to 

the struggle for independence. What appeared to be America's identifica-
, 

tion with French colonialism prevented a more active American policy of 

seeking out and encouraging the democratic mass movemen.ts within the 

country, who were not yet committed to the communists. 
·' 

It was quite clear in the immediate post-war years that international 

considerations would relate not only to reconstruction and rehabilita-

• tion in the war devastated areas but to the colonial areas where the rise of 

nationalism, and the drive for self-determination would overshadow all other 

considerations. In these developing areas of the world the freedom slogans 

of the war became the slogans of the national liberation movements. 

These indigenous movements were not merely instruments of 

commurist propaganda or the creations of external powers. Many of these 

movements in their inception looked to the West and especially to the USA 

for support and, in their early beginnings, the demands were moderate and 

perfectly consistent with a democratic way of life. The international 

communist movement sought to win over these movements. But it was not 

always true that the communists and the nationalists were in agreement. 
--·-----------.--

• In fact, the early post-war years were replete with conflict between the 

·----------

t 
~: 
t-
~: 

,.. l 7?L_ 
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nationalists and the communists not only in Y.i~ti:l~J!Ll:>_!!t in_many o_!her ------- ----J·-·------·----- ___________ __.........-~ 

areas like Algeria. The communists in Algeria, in close collaboration 
,-------------
with the French communists, opposed the final objectives of the nationalist v 

movement and voted along with the French communists in the National 

A ssernbly to support proposals that meant the conti~uation of Freach 

control over Algeria as aDepartment of France. French governmental 

policy forced Algerian nationalists to work with and through the French 

communist trade union movement (the CGT ), since the Algerians were 

not allowed to have their own trade union movement, separate and distinct 

from Metropolitan France. 

The early relationships of American labor with these nationalist l 
non-communist groups became a source of irritation for both the French

1 

J 
I 

government officials and the Communists who desired the retention of 1 
f 

_.) 

Algeria as a Department of France. The communists were unable in 

the early years of the Algerian nationalist trade union movement to 

secure any important or significant relationship with this nationalist 

movement. American labor and the free international labor movement 

had created strong ties, which embraced support for the nationallibera-

tion movement and a rejection of all forms of colonialism--old and new. 

It was in these early critical years that the free labor forces worked 

with these very indigenous forces of the new countries which in the long 

run could determine the forms of government and foreign policies of 

these nations. The fact is that most of the nationalist trade union 

movements (Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Vietnam, most of Africa, Asia 
------------------------ ------------· 
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and Latin America) did no,t join or remain with the Soviet-controlled I') 

world labor movement but did affiliate with the free labor forces of the J 
world. 

This inability to understand that the national liberation movements 
, ~. " ____ .,..,._, _____ ,...~----·..-~~~--~--_..,,.~,..__..· • .-> - -----

were not necessarily directed against the free world was a fatal flaw in 

those years when it might have been possible to prevent major wars of 

attrition or, at least, have mass support against any communist uprising 

or aggression. In those early post-war years, what Wilkie termed the 

"reservoir of goodwill" for the USA and the West was a reality. Most 

of the nationalist leaders saw their ideals and movements as a continua-

tion of the original ideas and ideals of the Western nationalist and revolu-

tionary movement of the 18th and 19th centuries. Many who had been 

communists in the thirties had become disillusioned and broke with the 

communist parties of Europe. Their eyes were turned to the West, not 

20. 

to the East--it was Washington, London and Paris not Moscow or Leningrad. 

the post-war .Political arenas that began the process and provided an -- -- ______ ,:.__ _____ _ 
opportunity _for_the_.communists _ _to_identify __ with _ _th~~na tional liberation 

m.2_vem~t and suE.f._ort the all-out de~anc:i~ of the extreme natio_nalists. 
--....-~- ... ~--·- ---· - -------

It was the failure of the West to realize that if war is a continuation of 
·--- ·---- ----------~----- --------- - - --~---~-- --

politics by other means, then politic~-ca~ ~-:~on:~ _ _the __ continuation-of war 

by other means. And this is what began to happen in the Third World. ------
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December 1949 in London-the ICFTU-based 
upon and dedicated to the following principles and 
actions: 

I. The International was non-ideological and 
non-political. which was a break from the whole 
history of internationaJ labor movements dating 
back to the nineteenth century (whether socialist or 
Christian). The ICFTU criterion of a bona fide 
trade< union movement was not based on a con
ception of the nature of the ownership of the means 
of production in a society. whether capitaJist or 
socialist. but rather-an whether-the..trade..union was 
relativel~ndependenLfrom-any-political 

; party.-. gov.eDLmel1(_....__emp1oyer..--or-- church. There
fore. the issue was not capitalism versus socialism 

, but rather a free society versus a society of forced. 
'controlled labor. 

2. The major cc>ncerns were the economic and 
• social needs of the workers and the necessity for 

world and regional economic cooperation-such as 
the Marshall Plan. ·aid to the less developed 
countries. support to the liberation movements. and 
participation in all intergovernmental bodies to 
advance the interests of the workers both in human 
freedom and in economic security. We played a 
very active role in the early days of UNCT AD and 
in the Economic and Social Council. 

3. We supported free trade unions who were 
trying to overcome Communist efforts to infiltrate 
and control trade unions, especially in the free 
world as well as in the rising liberation movements 
of the Third World. 

4. The campaign for human rights became an 
important aspect of the work of the ICFTU, and, in 
fact, a special department was created devoted to 
this work, which permitted continuing contacts 
with those workers still struggling for free trade 
unions in Communist countries. Many of·us have 
maintained these contacts for many years after the 
war. The ICFTU was one of the first to publish, in 
the fifties, a brochure on Soviet forced labor, and 
Contributed to the ILO convention against such 
fOrced labor. :\ Free Trade Union Center in exile 
\lias establisheCi in Paris. 

30 
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5. The support for unity on regional economic 
cooperation was paralleled by the growth ?f the 
regional organizations of the ICFTU to ass1st the 
developing countries and their unions in Latin 
America. Asia and Africa. This originally was the 
proposal of George Meany in Geneva, in June 
1949 at the preparatory committee to create the 
ICFTU. Through these bodies much work is being 
done today to build the trade unions and participate 
in nation-building in Asia, Africa and Latin 
America. 

6. A closer but autonomous working relation
ship with the International Trade Secretariats ~ed 
to joint organizational campaigns and the creation 
of a special fund to assist organizers and develop 
seminars and educational courses, as well as to 
deal' with the new governments in Third World 
countries in order to assist the new and relatively 
free trade unions to achieve greater strength and 
status. Thus. support was given to the nation
building efTorts of the newly-formed governments 
where states were created before they were 
nations. 

7. The support of the anti-colonial indepen
dence movemen~remendous publicity and 
Importance to th~:JC.FTU)s a serious element on 
the world scene. In fact. this. above all. as I pointed 
out before about ~m-eO:<:~rLLlLQ9r, put the Inter
national Confederation of Free Trade Unions on 
the map-rather _thanme.rely-the anti-Communist 
aspect. which -~as .. bee~PfiasTzecCout of all . 
proportion-to-its an_~i::<:9loniaL.r.ole. As a result. in 
Africa tOday" most of the unions are close to the 
ICFTU, and there are very, very few African 
unions in the Communist-controlled World Fede
ration of Trade Unions . 
. 8. Indeed, in those early years there was no 

hesitation to take a clear-cut position on the 
fundamental cleavage in principle between the East 
and West-whether on Berlin, Korea, China or 

. Third World problems in general. In fact. it was 
clear that the ICFTU not only supported the united 
economic efforts of the USA and Europe, as well 
as NATO. but at the same time always insisted on 
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Support for Israel 

The AFL and then AFL-CIO support the right of the Jews to create 

Israel. Israel is the only democracy in the Middle East. There are extremely close 

relations between AFL-CIO and Histradut. 

____ ....... __ .. 

Chatting with an old friend, Golda Meir, tl1e11 Prime Minister of lsrncl. 

A Shortly after his election as President of the Af-L-CIO, 
Meany called for military aid to Israel. "Moscow is man
euvering to instigate aggression and to provoke theca
tastrophe of war in the Middle East," he said. "The 
Communists have already ignited the fu'se to the powder 
keg. The free world must act immediately to stamp out 
that sputtering fuse and safeguard peace. As the first 
step, the AFL-CIO recommends that the United States 
provide arms for Israel." 

When Israel's enemies launched their Yom Kippur War 
in 1973, Meany called on Secretary of State Henry Kis
singer to rush aid to Israel. "The ignominious Egyptian 
and Syrian aggression launched on the holiest Jewish 
holiday," said Meany, "has but one purpose-the de
struction of Israel and, with it, of democracy in the Mid
dle East. In so critical a moment no nation must be al
lowed to doubt, even for a second, where the United 
States stands." 

Wlwn Israel survived the crisis, Prime Minister Colda 
Meir extended her appreciation: "Friends all over the 
world came to the assistance of the State of Israel in our 
recent hour of need," she wrote. "But none came quick
er, or v.rith more comforting, overwhelming and wisely 
directed support, than our friends in the American labor 
movement." 

Presciently, Meany recognized that to sell out Israel for 
oil would be the beginning of an endless price the U.S. 
would have to pay: "I don't see any indication that there 
is any desire on the part of the American people," he 
said, "to give in to blackmail. I contend that if you give in 
to blackmail there is never an end to that road." 

To Meany the fight of Israel to survive was-and is
inseparable from the universal right of people to be free. 
"We should keep in mind," he said in December 1973, 
"that although this war was fought by the sons and 
daughters of Israel, they fought not only for their survi
val as an independent free nation but also for the cause of 
human freedom everywhere on earth." 1 
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THE AFL-CIO ON SOUTH AFRICA 

- Irving Brown writing in 1971 

"Are we not faced today with situations that are potentially new Vietnams? 

Are there not once again in Africa, Latin America and Asia new budding "wars 

of national liberation" if the rising political nationalist movements do not 

get some hearing and support in the West? What are we ready to do or say on the 

Southern African situation? Do scholars such as George Kennan and statesmen 

such as the late Dean Acheson really believe that Apartheid in South Africa 

can be ignored and that we can once again repeat in South Africa what was done 

immediately after World War II, denying our own revolutionary tradition, as well 

as what is going on in our own country? If we wish to avoid an eventual war 

over Southern and especially South Africa in the future, then it dependes on 

what we are ready to do in relationship to the nationalist movements of Southern 

Africa. It means support to the liberation movements and to those leaders who 

are still devoted to the principles of a democratic society." 

THE FIGHT FOR SANCTIONS (1986) 

Washington, July 24: President Kirkland "I have been 
asked by the leaders of the black trade union movement 
of South Africa to convey a message to the American peo
ple and our Government. They want strong and effective 
sanctions imposed on South Africa's racist regime ... They 
know that freedom is worth any price. The President seems 
not to understand that brave spirit ... As requested by our 
South African brothers and sisters, I have conveyed their 
views today to Secretary ... Shultz, and I will present them 
to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee ... '' 

Chicago, August 5: the AFL-CIO Executive Council, 
noting the position of the black trade union leaders of South 
Africa, and stated, "Such sanctions were spelled out in 
the statement adopted by the Executive Board of the 
ICFTU in April of 1985, and the AFL-CIO fully supports 
this position. The Administration's policy ... is utterly 
bankrupt ... The AFL-CIO urges the Congress to act now, 
while there is still time ... '' 
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London, August: ICFTU General Secretary 
Vanderveken, scoring Mrs. Thatcher's rejection of sanc
tions.at the London mini-summit, hailed the attitude of 
other Commonwealth leaders. · 

The fight for what is plainly right continues. • 
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AFL-CIO Lane Kirkland (May 1987) 

' rreeoom is a much abusec' word in our diverse world. We hear censorship justified 
m the name of protecting revolut ::ms ·..:;hich, in turn, are defended as the ultimate source 
of freedom to come. 

\;;-'e hear T:tJ'C \rorld tyrants and Second World totalitarians deride "procedural 
rights a·,d freedcms"--counterposing to them allegedly superwr "economic rights and 
.; ' " "reecoms. 

Othe:-s say tnat democracy as we understand it is a luxury for the rich and an 
irrtpediment to progress ior the devel~ping \Vor-ld·. They say rnuch the san-,e about free 
trade unJOns. 

We a: e not beguiled by these intellectual convolutions. We think a cjearer 
understanding of freedom is available from those who have been denied it. 

Ask the ~oat people from Indoc:..i.na. Ask t~;ose feeling the tyranny of Castro ano 
the Sandinistas. Ask the hundreds of thousands oi Soviet Je'JcS who seek to escape from 
the twin evils of anti-Semitism and totalitarianism. Ask those who feel the lash of 
oppression in Chile and Paraguay . 

24· 
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They all )-,ave one thing in common. They a:e cieniec freedom of association . 
They are denied the right to band together, to create ar:d control tf:eir own institutions, 
independent of the state, and thereby tc protect and advance thelr i<',terests. They ar-e 
denied the most i~T~portant weapon with which to defend all oi their other human rights. 
They stand naked and disarmed before the power of the s:a te. 

ln the Phi~:?pines, \lt'e saw' v,..:hat r;,ass o~gcnized exp:--es::1on could accom?lish .. The 
Trade I_Jr;ion Co::gress of the PhiL?pines, supported t>y the l\FL-CIO, played a rna;or role 

m bringing dowr, the Marcos regime. 

In South !\!rica, the most potent force for pe::.ceiul democratic chan?e is t~1e 
black trade union movement, which we also supoort . 

2.5-
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LATIN AMERICA 

1945 and on: AFL is renewing its contacts with Latin American unions 

through the work of its Latin America Representantive, 

Serafino Rornualdi who had left Italy ib1face of Fascist 

oppresion against trade unions. Working with the AFL's 

Free Trade Union Committee set up in 1944 to give the 

AFL a role in the postwar world. 

1947: 

Contacts were made not only with trade unionists but also 

democratic political leaders such as Rornulo Betancourt of 

Venezuela, Victor Raul Haya de la Torre of Peru. 

15 Latin American labor leaders invited to the 1946 AFL 

Convention. This practice of inviting labor leaders from 

Latin America, Asia, Africa and Europe to AFL-CIO Conventions 

continues to this day, just as the AFL-CIO is invited to 

conventions in other countries. 

Rornualdi begins his visits to Central America, in this case 

Costa Rica. 

Conflicts with the Confederaci6n de Trabajadores de America 

Latina (CTAL) whose President was the Mexican Lombardo Tole

dane and who did not want a renewed relationship between 

Latin America unions and the AFL. The communists supported 

this position as did the WFTU. However, many latin trade 

unionists not happy with this position (the group sought out 

the AFL in 1945). 

Conference of Lima: 1948. Idea of building a democratic trade union confe

deration within the Americas. Important support carne from 

the CTP, or the trade union movement of APRA, and the chileans. 

26. 
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Formed Confederaci6n Interamericana de Trabajadores (CIT) with 

representatives from Peru, Chile, US, Colombia, Costa Rica, 

Cuba, Brazil, Surinam (then Dutch Guyana) and Venezuela. 

In its lifetime (1948- \i~l ) CIT worked (1) for independence 

of European colonies in Latin America, (2) against the military 

dictatorship of Peru (Odria) and Venezuela (Perez Jimenez) 

which were trying to destroy the labor movements, (3) for 

examination by international organizations (ILO, UN, OAS) of 

the continual violation of trade union rights and (4) affiliation 

to ICFTU. 

Interest in correctingmany practices in US Canal Zone in Panama 

(problems of gold & silver rolls). Members of CIT and AFL 

visit canal zone in 1948 and get some reforms in the system, 

especially in salary scales for the lowest paid. 

At invitation of the newly formed ICFTU the CIT goes out of 
) 

existence and in its place is formed the Organizaci6n Regional 
.., ... ~ 

Interamericana de Trabajadores (ORIT) was formed as a regional 
"' organization of the ICFTU. Asian and African regional 

organizations follow. 

At the Conference were the AFL plus the CIO and United Mine 

Workers. By this time many of the differences between the 

AFL and the CIO on international issues had been solved. 

Mexico under the CTM comes into ORIT and its President Fidel 

Velasquez is elected ORIT President (Sill is). 

At a final lunch, Fidel Velasquez said to George Meany in 

a reference to past difficulties between the CTM and the AFL, 

"I want to tell you that I suffer from a disease called amnesia" 

and Meany replied, "Brother Fidel, so do I. 11 

One of the first Secretary Generals of ORIT was the Costa Rican 

Luis Alberto Monge who later became President of Costa Rica. 
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Latin America 

The victory of Fidel Castro in 1959 brought much discussion to ORIT. 
0 

There were differences of opinion in what where Castros' goals and 

objectives. But in November of 1959 the Cuban Labor movement (CTC), 

now dominated by the communists, decided to disaffiliate from ORIT. 

28. 

In 1978, Edward Tonat, a former United Auto Workers legislative 

assistant and one of the first non-communist unionist to visit Cuba, 

wroete: "About 98 percent of Cuba's workforce -2.633.300 workers

belongs to the Confederation of Cuban Workers, a figure unmatched among 

the free labor movements of the world and far more suggestive of 

unionism behind the Iron Curtain than the voluntary unionism of non

totalitarian countries. 

No pretense is made that Cuban unions bargain or negotiate on wages, 

hours, working conditions or fringe benefits. All are imposed from 

above by a ministry for the particular industry and apparently not even 

involving pro forma consultation with workers. All labor-management 

relations are "administered" by the federal Ministry of Labor under 

an umbrella National Code adopted in 1961." 

Other labor confederations in Latin America . 

CLASC, now known as CLAT: a Christian oriented groups having ties 

with the World Congress of Labor (WCL) which developed out of the 

Social Catholic movement in Europe and esp. the low countries. There 

have been conflicts between ORIT and CLAT as CLAT has had a tendency 

to create united fronts with the communist unions. In recent years 

there have been serious efforts by AFL-CIO and ORIT to overcome these 

problems without much success. 

Serious problems of ORIT and AFL-CIO with Peron and the Argentine CGT. 

This situation is very different today. 

ORIT and AFL-CIO developed links with Caribbean trade union which were 

in the forefront of their independence movements. An interesting 

book on the US labor movement and Latin America is "Presidents and Peons" 

(Spanish edition: Presidente y Trabajadores) by Serafino Romualdi, 

1971. 



In 1962: 
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As a result of experiments by the Communication Workers of 

America (CWA) in trade union education in Latin America, 

the AFL-CIO created the American Institute for Free Labor 

Development (AIFLD). 

It is funded almost totally with foreign aid monies and 

functions as a contractor to USAID. It has almost complete 

freedom to plan and carry out the programs it sees fit 

with the exception of programs which frankly contradict 
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its general agreement with USAID or an Ambassadors' policies. 

However, AFL-CIO has other ways of carrying out its policies 

-such as working through the international trade secretariats

which are used in areas difficult for AIFLD to become involved . 
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AN OVERVIEW OF AIFLD'S PROGRAM 

The bread and butter of AIFLD's work is education--teaching basic 
trade unionism for defense of the rights of working men and women, who then 
can by their own efforts broaden organized labor's social participation and 
involvement in the processes of government. The effort centers on a program 
of short-term training courses, often held at night or on weekends; these 
courses frequently concentrate on such fundamentals as basic literacy to equip 
workers to function in a particular social environment. In 1985 and 1986, 
AIFLD courses were offered in 17 countries for 73,624 participants. 

Over the same period the Institute also offered advanced leadership 
and specialized training courses at the George Meany Center for Labor Studies 
in Silver Spring, Maryland. Under this program in 1985-86, 461 younger labor 
leaders from Latin America and the Caribbean graduated in 24 separate 
classes. Special short courses were offered at the Center in 1986 for 20 
Colombian trade unionists, prior to presidential elections in that country, 
and for 20 leaders of Haiti's nascent trade union movement, to help them guide 
labor in the work of democratic reconstruction after nearly 30 years of 
dictatorship under the Duvaliers. 

AIFLD continued to assist the Latin American and Caribbean labor 
movement with social projects, and in many countries helps agricultural 
workers to develop union structures and producer cooperatives. 

In 1986 three new Impact Projects sponsored by the AFL-CIO received 
$11,000, bringing total commitments made under this program to over $1.4 
million. AIFLD's Regional Revolving Loan Fund (RRLF) financed another four 
projects bringing total RRLF loans to $8.4 million; the new loans provided 
help in the renovation of a textile workers union building in Colombia, a 
diesel engine for Salvadoran workers, and to Brazilian unions which requested 
assistance in organizing medical and dental services, adult education and 
children's day care programs. AIFLD's Caribbean Basin Labor Fund (CBLF) has 
disbursed nearly $500,000 since its inception in 1983 to assist unions in the 
region to equip a vocational training school, build a rice mill, and support 
farm cooperatives and local union education programs. Over $25,000 also was 
donated for smaller worthwhile projects that could not meet the criteria of 
the other financial assistance programs administered by AIFLD. 

AIFLD's agrarian union development program was active in seven 
countries under grant agreements approved by AID. In Bolivia, union 
organization and education programs were augmented to assist farmers seeking 
to obtain or clarify titles to land they worked. A $1 million agricultural 
credit and marketing operation was expanded to benefit small-scale farmers 
affiliated with Costa Rica's democratic labor confederation, CNT. The CNTD 
confederation of the Dominican Republic was assisted with organization of 
rural unions, while peasant federations associated with democratic labor 
organizations in Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras received 
low-cost credit, technical and marketing services, and help in strengthening 
their administrative capabilities to deal more effectively with government 
agencies. 
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SITUATION REPORT; LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN 

L 11"3 ~IP-'-'Dj 

The strong democratic tide that began running in Latin America early 
in 1980s has been nourished and strengthened over the past two years. 
Wherever people in the hemisphere had the opportunity to express their choices 
freely, extremism of both the right and the left has been rejected. Where 
free choice was denied by the surviving dictatorships, as in Chile, Cuba, 
Nicaragua, Paraguay and Suriname, the rulers are under growing popular 
pressure to moderate their ways or stand aside. 

In Central America and the Caribbean during 1986, the Duvalier dynasty 
was ended in Haiti by a rebellion of the general populace. Civilian 
government was returned to Guatemala through honest elections after three 
decades of military dominance. The new democracies in the region continued to 
put down stronger roots through the exercise of constitutional processes. 
Mexico's long-reigning gbvernment party found itself moving toward reform, 
while recent events in Panama indicate strong public support for less military 
and more direct and honestly elected civilian representation in the political 
system. 

In South America the popular will was resoundingly expressed in 
crucial by-elections, endorsing presidents in the continent's biggest 
democracies, Argentina and Brazil. Elected civilians continued to hold sway 
in most of the other countries. · 

One must be heartened by these developments and look to the moment, 
which cannot be far distant, when democracy flourishes throughout the 
hemisphere. This hope rests firmly on the conviction that only freely elected 
governments can bring peace and protect those individual rights, foremost 
among them the freedom to associate, that are essential for the prosperity of 
working men and women everywhere. 

At the same time, it must be recognized that some of the fragile 
democracies in Latin America, whether mature or new, face a grave threat 
beyond their ability to control. They are forced to adopt austerity programs 
that simply pass on to workers new hardships and steadily declining living 
standards. The United States Government has an obligation to address this 
crisis with more sensitivity and common sense than it has so far 
demonstrated. The AFL-CIO has recommended careful study of the·approach 
framed by Senator Bill Bradley for partial debt forgiveness and lower interest 
rates. Hemispheric commerce likewise must reflect more humane considerations, 
and provisions of law denying trade preferences to Latin American countries 
which violate human and trade union rights must be more vigorously enforced. 

Underpinning the healthy growth of interamerican trade and investment 
should be a firmer structure of cooperation among governments, business and 
labor, as envisaged by the formation of the Central American Development 
Organization (CADO). It must be deeply regretted that the Administration's 
several endorsements of the CADO concept, advanced more than three years ago 
by the Kissinger Commission, have proved hollow; indeed, the Administration 
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AFL-CIO IN THE 1960s AND 1970s 

At the 1955 Congress of the ICFTU, AFL President (soon to be the 

President of the AFL-CIO) said: 

"My own country signed an agreement with Falangist Spain 

over the protests of American trade unionists, but our 

attitude hasn't changed toward Spain because we recognize 

that Spain has destroyed human rights and the unions are 

instruments of the state. It may be all right for democra

tic governments, in an effort to keep the peace, to make 

arrangements with totalitarian governments, but the labor 

movement must apply to such negotiation and treaties the 

yardstick of practical trade unionism -are the workers free?" 

The AFL-CIO disaffiliated from the ICFTU (reaffiliated in ~ 198~ 

in 1969 (1) because of disputes concerning money of the AFL-CIO earmarked for 

third world countries but used by the ICFTU for other purposes and (2) the 

growing flirtation of Western Socialist leaders with the "labor movements" of 

the Soviet block -which had been refused membership in the ICFTU from the 

beginning~" (George Meany and His Time P. 394). A similar disagreement between 

the AFL and some (but not all) European unions had taken place in 1939 at the 

over ties with Russian labor organizations. 

The decision to withdraw was criticized by many third world labor 

leaders who saw the AFL-CIO's role in ICFTU as positive towards their interests. 

In place of a ICFTU international orientation, the AFL-CIO put 
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more and more emphasis ~n the work of its three institutes (the American Institute 

for Free Labor Development [founded 1962, work in Latin America and Caribbean], 

the African-American Labor Center [founded 1964] and the Asian-American Free 

Labor Institute [founded in 1968]) and on working through the International Trade 

Secretariats, or international union organizations which group together unions 

of a similar industry and allied indu,stries (metal workers, transportation, 

petroleum and chemical, commercial, etc.). 

Differences of opinion within American labor concerning contacts 

with so-called communist unions can be seen in the positions of the UAW and the 

AFL-CIO. 
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"For almost a quarter century, the East and West faced each other 

in the semi-frozen postures of hostility and suspicion. By the 

late 1960's, it had become apparent to all that the Cold War was 

thawing because the principal parties were drawing fewer and fewer 

advantages from it. Thus, new sets of 'realities' have come into 

being in the game of nations. The two bloc world with centers 

in Washington and Moscow is being replaced with many centers 

and many blocs. 

The UAW has long recognized that without peace in the world all 

else many end in futility. We must play our appropriate role in 

trying to shape our destiny in foreign affairs. When we 

cooperate with other people and organizations of good will, our 

strength to achieve the common good is magnified. 

35. 

The UAW, in furtherance of its efforts to forge new strenght for 

democratic ideals, will continue to encourage cultural, educational 

and worker to worker contact in all sections of the world." (e~~~~~A) 
(AUAW policy statement.-rhe UAW had disaffiliated from the AFL-CIO but come 

back in the 1980s) . 

"AFL-CIO conventions had approved Meany's position against ex

changing fraternal visits with the government-run unions of Russia 

and its allies, and the ICFTU also had adopted that position, but 

many union officials in Western Europe were increasing their 

'bridge-building' with the bloc movements." (P. 394, George Meany 

and His Times) 

In 1975 the AFL-CIO and the American Chamber of Commerce pressured 

the administration to give notice of withdrawing from the International Labor 

Organization (ILO) because this was becoming more and more a sounded platform 

for partisan attacks $n a country's enemies (Arabs and Soviet union against 

Israel) and paying less and less attention to its mission: improving the wages 

and working conditions of workers and forging useful labor, management and 

government mechanism for improving labor/management relations in general. More 

and more government were disregarding the rights to free association and basic 

labor standards and opposing the efforts of the ILO to focus attention on this 

situation . 
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The departure seems to have had a saludary effect in the ILO as a US 

return to ILO took place in 1980 (?) with the support of the AFL-CIO. At 

present the ILO is paying more attention to its primary duties of improving 

labor/management relations and general working conditions. 

In the 1960s and 70s there are "attacks on American labor as a tool 

or transmission belt for American foreign policy. This view is the outgrowth 
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of the revisionist thesis about the origins of the cold war, a thesis which holds 

that the cold war was largely due to U.S. pressures against the Soviet Union" 

(Arnold Bechman in"'fhe AFL-CIO and Its Critic{ 

"Since the AFL-CIO has frequently agreed with these policies, its 

leaders have been described as 'reliable agents' of the State Department. This 

school ignores easily available data which might weaken this view, data which 

would show a number of occasions where the AFL-CIO has opposed significant 

aspects of American foreign policy. 

Overlooked by critics of the AFL-CIO foreign policy views in that 

American labor has shown an extraordinary independence of governmental foreign 

policy, to a far greater degree than West European national labor centers have 

shown towards their governments' foreign policy. This is particularly noticeable 

in Europe as far as foreign policy is concerned when a party to which the national 

labor center is affiliated is in power, e.g., the German Federation of Labor 

and the Social Democratic Party. 

Usually ignored are AFL-CIO positions on all forms of totalitarianism 

and racism, as in southern Africa. Rarely noted is the historic anti-colonial 

position by American labor, a position which, even when it is accorded favorable 

recognition, is explained away as one which is subordinate to AFL-CIO anti

communism. Anti-colonialism has brought out sharp differences between the 

AFL-CIO and West European labor centers whose governments once enjoyed colonial 
. \( 

possessions." (B,~i:ahmanin~he AFL-CIO and Its Critics). 

The Nixon-Kissinger policy of detente was openly opposed by the AFL

CIO because it was seen as a give away to the USSR with no real concessions to 

the U.S .. The avoidance of "hot war" is an all important policy of any U.S. 

administration, but its avoidance does not make the cold war go away as the 

AFL-CIO pointed out . 
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This disagreement boiled over when President Ford rejected an invitation 

of the AFL-CIO to attend a speech of the recently exiled soviet author Alexander 

Solzenitzyn in 1975 or to receive him at the White House. The AFL-CIO saw no 

contradiction, as did the Kissinger State Department, in negociating international 

agreements with the Soviets as well as receiving one of their most distinguished 

exiles. Was not Solzenitzin's defense of human rights a reaffirmation of U.S. 

revolutionary tradition expressed in the Bill of Rights and support for building 

real democracies by the labor movement and others? There was no way the AFL-CIO 

could accept an argument against Solzenitzyn based bn Soviet desires: 

"The Soviets would probably take While House participation in 

the affair as either a deliberate negative signal or a sign of 

Administration weakness in the face of domestic anti-Soviet 

pressures. We recommend that the invitation to the President 

be declined and that no White House officials participate." 

(State Dept. memo to Pres. Ford). 

Vietnam 

Irving Brown expressed some thoughts on this in earlier sections 

which remained those of the AFL-CIO. For the reader's information, I include a 

statement by the AFL-CIO. 

The Carter Years 

AFL-CIO support for the human rights emphasis of Carter's foreign 

policy. 

AFL-CIO support for a return to the ILO. 

AFL-CIO supports Nicaraguan unions fighting against Somoza. It saw 

the change toward a more agressive U.S. policy in support of democratic groups 

and institutions in Central America as a welcome change from past U.S. policies. 

The AIFLD and AFL-CIO were instrumental in helping democratic Salvadorean 

organizations begin a land reform effort which is significant and very important 

to the Salvadorean campesino (peasant).~uch of the criticism against this land 

reform has been based 6n erroneous information (example from OXFAM) or ~n a desire 

to see it fail because the forces carrying it out do not belong to one's 
+IJJO 

political group or the group one supports. The AFL-CIO lost · outstanding 

employees from right:Wit;:g · assassination. 
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Statement by the AFL-CIO Executive Council 

on 

Vietnam 

February 23, 1973 
Bal Harbour, Florida 

American labor welcomes the end of the war in Vietnam. We 
are glad that the bloodshed has ceased. We rejoice at the return 
of our prisoners of war and the end of their suffering and the 
ordeal for their families. 

On this occasion, the AFL-CIO Executive Council pays tribute 
to the gallant Americans who served in Vietnam. often at the price 
of great suffering and the supreme sacrifice. Our country and the 
entire free world are in their debt. we will never forget their 
devotion and bravery. The Executive Council pays homage to our 
allies who fought alongside of our. soldi.ers and, especially, to the 
people of South Vietnam who have courageously borne the brunt of 
the long struggle . 

President Nixon has termed the settlement a 11 peace with honor.'' 
Our country went to the aid of South Vietnam in order to assure its 
people the right of self-determination, the right to choose the 
political system and social order they prefer. The peace settlement 
provides for this right. Hanoi 1 s aggression has failed to attain 
the goal for which i·t launched the war -- the conquest of the South 
and the establishment of a Communist regime in saigon. 

American engagement in the conflict has preserved the 
sovereignty and independence of South Vietnam and contributed 
decisively in safe-guarding other countries of South-East Asia 
(Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore) against falling prey 
to Communist subversion and aggression. Our course has promoted 
peace in this vital region and has served to discourage Communist
inspired 11 Wars of national liberation"' throughout the world. 

Moreover, the U.S. has emerged from this conflict with 
unimpaired credibility as a world power which honors its treaty 
obligations and meets its global responsibilities in protecting 
peace and freedom. In this light, the AFL-CIO has correctly and 
steadfastly supported the basic Vietnam policy of three 
Administrations . 

-more-
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Vietnam -2-

It is absolutely necessary to support not only democratic 
reforms but also the democratic forces in order to be able to 
carry out genuinely progressive measures. The Vietnamese 
Confederation of Labor (CVT), with a membership of half a million, 
and a mass following in the urban as well as rural areas, is a 
free and democratic organization, .indispensable for carrying out 
measures for economic progress and social justice. The CVT 
should be encouraged and strengthened to expand its beneficial 
social services among workers and farmers. 

The cease-fire agreement is especially weak in regard to the 
prevention of terrorism and sabotage. While recognizing the need 
of the South Vietnamese government to be vigilant and take stern 
protective measures against saboteurs and terrorists, we stress that 
such actions alone are inadequate. It is imperative to secure the 
fullest participation of the people, especially in the villages, in 
the defense of their democratic rights and social interests. Towards 
this end, a BiLL of Trade Union Rights, embodying a firm guarantee 
for the right to strike and a vi·tal role for the CVT in policy
making decisions, would dramatize most clearly the striJ<:inCJ 
contrast between South Vietnam and North Vietnam which is under the 
yoke of one of the harshest totalitarian regimes. 

As it has pledged in the peace agreement, the Administration has 
announced plans for a vast reconstruction program in Indo-China. 
We urge Congress to take prompt action in providing generous aid for 
the victims of the war, the disabled, ·the war-widows and orphans 
and the refugees. Towards this end, special regard should be paid 
to helping t:he co-operatives, and advancing health, educaJcion, 
land reform, and social security. 

As far as U.S. aid to North Vietnam is concerned, we deem it 
necessary to warn against granting any assistance 'IArhich might look 
like comp1=nsation for HanoiBs aggression and even encourage its 
future adventures. Obviously, funds for this spec.Lal aid program 
must not come out of the domestic budget, already too low to meet 
America 1 s needs at home. We should demand in exchange for our aid 
full observance of the provisions of the peace agreement. In order 
to avoid duplicat:bon and waste, every effort should be made ·to 
coordinate the various Vietnam programs which a number of other 
free countries have announced. In this connection, we further 
suggest the crea·tion of a trade union advisory body (CVT, AFL-CIO), 

similar to the Marshall Plan t.rade union advisory committee -
to assist in the Administration of the Aid program and policies. 

Finally, we appeal to our affiliates and the free trade unions 
throughout the world to encourage and assist the CVT which has a 
vital role to play in the development of a free, democratic and 
prosperous South Vietnam. With a view of implementing our 
aforementioned proposals, the Executive Council will send a special 
mission to South Vietnam and provide initial immediate assistance 
to the CVT. 
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The AFL-CIO supported the Carter/Torrijos Panama Canal Treaty . 

The AFL-CIO supported Salt II until other events make the President 

withdraw it from Senatorial consideration . 
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Today in Europe and Other Areas 

THE ILO CONFERENCE: 
PRESSING FOR WORKER'S RIGHTS 

The U. S. Workers' Delegation to the ILO Confer
ence, headed by James Baker (second from left). 
Charles D. Gray, Executive Director of AAFLI left· 
William C. Doherty, Executive Director of AIFLD' 
right. ' 

- In 1982 AFL-CIO reaffiliated to the ICFTU after withdrawing because 

of differences with Europeans on the question of having (Europeans) or not having 

(US) exchanges with so-called communist unions, plus certain internal matters. 

The reaffiliation has went smarthly. Both sides learned positively from the 

experience. AFL-CIO representatives participate in all the important activities 

and missions of the ICFTU. 

- The ICFTU has been coordinating an worldwide campaign against 

Apartheid and in support of the emerging black unions, the AFL-CIO has supported 

this through efforts in the US (Shell boycott, sanctions) and the work of its 

African American Labor Center • 
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Boycott of Shell Oil 
... I ,. ,.. ... - L - II ) I <I ~6 . - - /}--l'L-- (:.' v .......,.. - ~ 

triggered ·by firm's 
role in South Africa 

Protesting Shell Oil Co.'s "repressive Africa defy the laws of chemistry, because 
treatment of black workers in South Afri- they prove that "blood and oil do mix.'' 
ca" and its "refusal to take positive action The blood of workers who have been shot 
against apartheid," the AFL-CIO launched and beaten, and of children who have been 
a nationwide boycott against the company's brutalized, ''goes into the oil that produces 
products. · the dollars that go to Shell." 

"Shell has earned this boycott by its cor- Bieber, who is chairman of the AFL-
porate misdeeds in South Africa," the fed- CIO Committee on South Africa, zeroed in 
eration said in a joint statement from Pres- on_ the company's union-busting tactics at a 
ident Lane Kirkland and Auto Workers coal mine in Rietspruit which Shell oper
President Owen Bieber. ates jointly with Barlow Rand, a South Af-

The AFL-CIO boycott plan-approved rican conglomerate. Organized labor, he said, 
by mail ballot of the Executive Council- will continue the Shell boycott until the 
was unveiled_ by Bieber _at a crowded Cap~ com;pa:riy- "ends its mistreatmt!nt of its min
itol~fiiU-press-'tonfefience. --- 'ers andjoins-:itrthe international struggle to 

Labor, civil rightS, _social and women's make apartheid a past practice in South 
groups joined in condemning the parent- Africa." 
corporation, Royal Dutch/Shell _group; for UMW President Richard :J. Trumka
its repressive treatment of black workers who, with Bieber, will cochair a newly 
and the economic underpinning the com- formed National Labor Committee on South 
pany provides- to the Pretoria government. Africa-said it was "fitting and proper" 

Drive for sanctions 
Reps. Patricia Schroeder (D-Colo.) and 

Parren J. Mitchell (D-Md.)-who partici
pated in the press conference sponsored by 
the Free South -Africa Movement, the 
AFL-CIO and the Mine Workers-pledged 
to work in the upcoming session of Con
gress to win enactment of legislation impos
ing tough sanctions on the South African 
government. A similar bill passed the House 
in 1985, but was sidetracked in the Repub
lican-controlled Senate under President Rea
gan's pressure. 

that his union should join in the boycott 
because -in its 96-year history the UMW 
has "fought for social justice and human 

Continued on Page 2 

Reagan has pursued a- "failed policy of 
constructive engagement," which translates 
into continuing to do business with South 
Africa despite its avowed racism, Schroeder 
said. The result has been that "all of the 
people of South Africa are the losers." 

\ 
Mitchell said Shell's adivities in South 
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-s· .h 11· .h - \ .. -·· . ·• · e : · · oycott 
·bits_ policy in 
South Africa· 
Corttinued.from Page 1 
rights. . . and opposed racism and dis
crimination." 

ShelLand other large transnational cor
porations, Trumka said, provide a "strategic 
pillar" for the South African regime, with
out which "the . economic. foundation of 
apartheid will collapse." 

Other union leaders participating in the 
press conference included: 

• .President Kenneth T. Blaylock of the 
Government Employees, who called on the 
:Pretoria government ·to "fully recognize the 
basic, unqualified trade union rights of ev~ 
ery worker, irrespective of race." 

• State, County & Municipal Employ
ees President Gerald W. McEntee, Who 

• charged that the minority white government 

•'~regards any opposition to_its ~ea.vy-h~nded 
rule as somehow subversive. That IS the 
reason, he said, why 20,000 miners were 
fired this week for attempting to exercise 
their .trade union rights. 

• .President John T. Joyce of the Brick
layers, who said the boycott provides a 
way for individual 'Americans to "express 
their outrage" against racism. "Those of us 
who are free .must strike .the first blow," he 
said, if S~uth Africa's. policies are to be 

·changed. 

• Joslyn Williams, president of the Met
ropolitan Washington AFL-CIO, who prom
ised tha:t rank-imd-file unionists in the na
tion's capital and its suburbs would serve 
as "foot soldiers in this cause," handing out 
literature in the city's heavily traveled com
muter corridbrs to get the boycott message 
out. 

The Shell boycott is an extension of the 
AFL-CIO's long battle to persuade multi
nationals to withdraw their investments in 
South Africa's energy sector, and in any 
companies that black trade unionists there 
indicate are violating internationally accepted 
labor standards. 

Impetus for the boycott came from the · 
International Confederation of Free Trade 

• 

Unions, in response to a plea from South 
. Africa's National Union of Mineworkers. 

Union barred 

The trouble began early in 1985, when 
NUM members left work to attend ·a me

. morial service for a miner killed on the job. 
When the company suspended four shop 
stewards, the workers struck for four days. 
Subsequently, 86 miners·were fired, and the 
company now reflises to permit union meet
ings and will not allow shop stewards any 
access to union members. 

The boycott will be directed. against Shell 
gasoline and its other consumer products, 
not against individual merchants selling these 
products. The campaign will be coordinat
ed by the -commntee headed by Bieber and 
Trumka; 

Others on the committee include McEn
tee, Presidents John J. Sweeney of the Ser
vice Employees, Lynn R. Williams of the 
Steelworkers, Frank Drozak of the Seafar
ers, Albert Shanker of the Teachers and 
Frederick O'Neal of the Actors & Artistes, 

.and Sec.-Treas. John Mara of the Union . 
Label & Service Trades pept. 

UAW President Owen Bieber cuts up Shell credit card in half with help of 
~ndall Robinson, cochairman of the Free South Africa Movement. 
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To d the Practl·ce that unions should be - Committment to a strong NA an 

consulted by NATO and their governments on NATO affairs . 

/ 

.,.,.,-- ilF-,_-c •" fJ-c~::. .. fJ~ 1(.;1 ltl)-6 

Kirkland electeU1 

TUAC president / __ __.;:;. _____ \1.,/ 

Paris-AFL-CIO President Lane • Kirk
land was elected president of the Trade 
Union Advisory Committee to the Organi
zation for Economic Cooperation & De
velopment-the first American union lead
er ever to head the committee. 

Kirkland, who has long been a TUAC 
vice .president, succeeded David Basnett, 
retired general counsel of the British Trades 
Union Congress. 

During his four-year term as head of 
TUAC, Kirkland will be involved in the 
council's .development of labo,r's economic 
policy recommendations to the OECD and 
will take part in consultations with the 
representatives of the 24 . industrialized 
countries that make up that body . 

. TUAC evolved out of organized labor's 
ac~ive participation in the Marshall ·Plan, 
which .helped restore the war~battered 
economies and rebuild the shattered indus
trial base in Western Europe in the after
math of World War II . 

AFL·CIO!DGB ANNUAL TALKS 

Leaders of the AFL-CIO and the 11-million-member 
West German Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund (DGB) held 
their annual bilateral meeting on February 6 at AFL-CIO 
headquarters. Ernst Breit, President of the DGB (center, 
above), and Michael Geuenich, of the DGB Executive 
Committee, met for eight hours with AFL-CIO President 
Lane Kirkland (1) and Secretary-Treasurer Thomas R. 
Donahue (r). The talks included the roles of the conser
vative governments in both countries, the performance of 
West German multinationals in the U.S.-especially 
BASF-and the Italian CGIL application for membership 
in TUAC .• 
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- Support and assistance to Solidarnosc the Polish free trade union. 

This program still continues eventhough Solidarnosc has been surpressed. 

The International Metal Workers Federation to which many US unions 

are affiliated (the Secretary General is an American from the UAW) was one of the 

first groups to help Solidarnosc. 

- Concern for the situation in Northern Ireland. 

HUMAN RIGHTS 
SALUTE TO AMNESTY 
INTERNATIONAL 

On February 24, representatives of twenty AFL-CIO 
affiliates and human rights activists gathered at the head
quarters of the American Federation of Teachers to honor 
Amnesty International on the occasion of its 25th anniver
sary. The "Labor Salute to Amnesty" paid tribute to the 
human rights organization which has staunchly defended 
persecuted trade union activists throughout the world. 
Speakers at the tribute included AFT President Albert 
Shanker, Service Employees President John Sweeney and 
Amnesty International USA's Executive Director John 
Healey. Testimonials were delivered by two former 
prisoners of conscience, freed from incarceration in part 
through Amnesty International's mobilization of public 
protest. Mary Ntseke, General Secretary of South Africa's 
Brushes and Cleaners Workers Union, gave a moving ac
count of her solitary confinement in a South African prison 
for trade union activism. Viktor Davydov, a former 
prisoner of conscience in a Soviet psychiatric hospital 
outlined the case of fellow inmate Igor Volkov, who has 
spent more than a twenty years in Soviet prisons and mental 
institutions for having led strikes to protest wage cuts. 
(Photo above, AFT President Albert Shanker (left), and 
Davydov.) Others at this gathering of international solidari
ty included Jerzy Milewski, director of the Coordinating 
Office Abroad of Solidamosc, and Alvin Guthrie, General 

\ Secretary of Nicaragua's CUS federation. • / i 
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~Jii!/itg';l:;:s 7lil&l~~:d{;d /~r freedom fight 
Sandor . Racz; who spent seven years in 

prison for leading a 1956 workers' protest 
against the totalitarian regime in Hungary, 
arrived in the United States for a two
month visit as a guest of the AFL-CIO. 

Federation President Lane Kirkland wel
comed the leader of the Budapest Workers' 
Council, hailing him as an "unbowed and 
unbroken'' advocate of the principles of 
free trade. unionism and. workers' rights. 

Racz was sentenced to life imprisonment 
for leading a massive strike that paralyzed 
Hungary after the 1956 Soviet invasion of 
that country. Released in 1963, he was 
forbidden to travel outside Hungary until 
this year, when he received a visa after a 
prolonged campaign waged on his behalf 
by the AFL-CIO, human rights organiza
tions and U.S. Ambassador Mark Palmer. 

Kirkland praised Racz and his fellow 
unionists for rejecting "the coercion of 
Communist tyranny" and for recpgnizing 

" ' 

"the gap between rhetoric and practice, be
tween the workers' paradise and the forced 
labor camp." · 

It is Racz and not Sandor Gaspar, leader 
of th.e Communist-controlled SZOT laoor 
federation, "who Is fit to lead Hungary's 
working people," Kirkland stressed. 

trayal of Hungary as a more "mild" or 
"liberal", form of communism, . Racz 
cited harsh gove~ment control of the me~ 
dia, .repression · nf' dissidents and denial of 
oasic workers' rights. 

"A leash is a leash; whethe.r it's .held 
loosely or tightly,~· he declared, pointing to 

• . . the "chilling presence" of some 250,000 
Unions only by name Soviet troops on Hurigarian soil. 

The Hungarian union official-who Calling for worldwide labor solidarity 
many have likened to Solidamosc's Lech behind members. of free trade. unions in his 
Walesa in Poland-branded Hungary's country,. Racz emphasized that "Hungarian 
govemment~ntrolled worker organiza~ workers · want what American workers 
tions as "trade unions in name only, They want. They want the freedom that Ameri
do nothing t<;> defend worker interests." can workers have to do and say as they 

Racz painted. a grim picture of the wish." , 
problems facing Hungary's workers. The Racz will meet'with American trade un
economy iS w~ening and unemployment ionists under . the federation's auspices in 
is on the rise as "a direct consequence of Chicago, New York, Boston, Los Angeles, 
the government's failed economic policies," San Francisco ~tnd Atlanta to speak aoout 
he said. . the struggle for' workers' rights and human 
,. ~QLS.!f¥~~~ifl8. )'jt,lt, t~e .. P:~'f§ }i\l.~~ifs<l?~li-~ . .e.Pi~ity)n, ~l!n'-..;"''·"'''·'·"-'"''·'~d.c·•.~-~ 

• 

President Kirkland ~e1Comes·Huhgar
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El presidente eqipcio, Hosni Murbarak y el presldente de Ia AFL-CIO. Lane Kirkland, 
intercamhian opiniones respecto a los sucesos en el Medio Oriente Y discuten los proqra
ma11 del Centro Lahoral Afro-norteamericano, que se realizan en Eqipto-

- There have been differences with Europeans, and esp. the Socialist 

International, over the situation and policies to be pursued in Central America. 

However, the crackdown on all opposition groups by the Sandinists has caused 

considerable protest from Europe and large cut backs in European aid programs to 

Nicaragua. Also there has been greater acceptance of the AFL-CIO position toward 

El Salvador since the election of President Duarte in 1984. 

-The AFL-CIO's Asian American Free Labor Institute (AAFLI) worked 

closely with the Trade Union Congress of the Philippines in its campaign for a 

47 . 

free election which ultimately led to the downfall of the Marcos family. The 

AFL-CIO supports the development of democratic practices under the Aquino government. 

AAFLI has been assisting the Federation of Free Farmers develop its 

organizational, technical and agrarian reform capabilities which will be very 

important for the recently announceed land reform program . 
! 
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- El Salvador. AFL-CIO supports idea of conditional aid and has 

worked to hold up parts of the aid program on various occasions . 

Formerly landless peasants, these union mem~. 
bers voting on co-op policies are among the ,. 
60,000 families that now control their own land 
through cooperative associations established by 

"~he Salvadoran land reform program. / 

- The AFL-CIO criticizes in the most severe terms the attitudes and 

practices of the international banks: 

Attitues and policies toward the international debt problem. The 

ICFTU, ORIT, AFL-CIO and other national labor centers are working on programs to 

advance alternatives to the Baker Plan, IMF policies and the intransigence of 

the big international (US) banks. 

In 1983 President Kirkland blasted the US banks for trying to 

collect their Polish debt through pressuring the Polish government into anti

worker measures of "belt-fightening". Kirkland quoted Thomas Theobald of 

Citibank: "Who know what policital system functions best? All we ask is.: can they 

pay their accounts? (R.V.O. translation from Spanish to English). 

Kirkland went on to say that while the Polish government try trade 

unions and human rights activists, the banks want to give the Polish government 

a breather by renegociating its debt. 

"In this way, a segment of US society helps Solidarnosc, while 

• another guarantees their jailers." 
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- AFL-CIO has a committment to a strong defence but not at the expense 

of important social programs and does not accept that the middle class and the 

poor should carry this burden because of an unequ~l tax system. 

- The AFL-CIO has warned against the de-industrialization policies 

of the Reagan Administration. A service oriented economy can not support a strong 

defence and strong internal economy. This is why the AFL-CIO, members of Congress 

and other groups are working together to create a consensus in favor a a re

industrialization effort in the U.S •. 
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D) TESTIMONY ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE, TRADE UNION RIGHTS AND THE DEBT CRISIS 

(Testimony of Pres. Lane Kirkland, Feb. 1987) 

Trade Crisis 

"For the first time in our history, we have a generation of American who 

cannot reasonably expect to do as well as their parents did. The middle class is 

shrinking. Scores of domestic industries and millions of American workers have 

been left defenseless against an onslaught of imports spurred by foreign government 

practices and the vagaries of U.S. macro-economic policy. The absence of a strong 

and predictable U.S. trade policy has contributed significantly to their fate." 

"Legislation will be a hollow shell if it does not have a strong deficit

reduction provision. Such a provision would require any major trading partner 

who maintains excessive surpluses with the U.S. and is found to engage in unfair 

trade practices to reduce those surpluses. It is clear that negociations alone 

will not provide the answer. We have been negotiating with Japan, for example, 

for ten years, and during that time, the Japanese trade surplus with us grew 

substantially and goods made in the United States still have little access to 

Japanese markets." 

"Unlike a few years ago, there is now general agreement that America's 

massive trade deficit presents a clear and present danger to the domestic economy. 

Those who in the past denied the very existence of a problem, or counseled 

patience to the victims of trade, have been largely silenced by the enormity 

of the shift in U.S. trade patterns. The fitures are stark. 

U.S. trade deficits the last few years have been the largest ever 

recorded by any country and in 1986 reached $170 billion. This is more than four 

times higher than the 1980 level. For manufactured goods alone, America has gone 

from a surplus of $17 billion in 1980 to a deficit of $145 billion in 1986. 

That record $170 billion deficit was reached between 1980 and 1986 

because imports into the United States increased 51 percent while, incredibly, 

U.S. exports dropped by 2 percent. 

No sector of the economy is intouched. Mines are closing, manufacturing 

communities are devastated and escalating numbers of farm families have been 

driven off their land . 
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While U.S. purchases of civilian goods have increased some 25 percent 

over the last six years, more than half of that increased demand has been 

satisfied by imports financed by borrowing from abroad. This huge inflow of 

foreign capital, used essentially to purchase imported goods, has recently 

bestowed another distinction on the United States that of the world's largest 

debtor nation. From _its position as the world's biggest creditor -almost $150 

billion in 1982, a sum that took almost 70 years to accumulate- the United 

States in three short years passed Brazil to become the world's biggest debtor, 

owing some $107 billion at the end of 1985. U.S. debt continued to grow rapidly 

in 1986, and projections of $800 billion in net debt by 1990 are common. At that 

time, debt service payments alone will cost one percent of real Gross National 

Product thereby requiring sharply reduced domestic spending and with it reductions 

in our standard of living." 

"The impact on employment has been devastating. Despite a modest drop in 

the unemployment rate for December, 7.9 million people continue to be officially 

out of work, with another 6.5 million either too discouraged to seed work or 

working part-time involuntarily. The year 1986 was only one of ten post-World 

War II years with an unemployment rate of 7 percent or more, and six of those 

years were the years 1981 through 1986 when America's international trade 

position nosedived. 

While total employment has grown in the last six years, that growth has 

taken place solely in the service sector. Employment in manufacturing has 

actually declined by some two million jobs. Further, the overall rate of 

employment growth in the last six years is 29 percent below average growth rates 

of the 1970s. 

That jobs have been lost to trade is widely acknowledged. Last year, 

the Department of Commerce estimated that in 1984 alone 1.8 million jobs were 

displaced by trade. Updating that analysis for 1985 and 1986, the domestic 

economy suffered employment losses in those years due to trade of 2.2 and 2.5 

million, respectively. Manufacturing was hardest hit." 

"The government's response to these problems has been one of studied 

indifference. While America's most important trading partners are succeeding 

with traditional mercantilist policies, U.S. trade policies -or lack thereof

tolerate far more employment instability than other industrialized countries . 
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U.S. Trade Representative Clayton Yeutter echoed this view in a Forbes 

Magazine article some time ago by stating: "No other country in the world would 

have left its markets as open as the U.S., and clearly this has been of enormous 

benefit to the rest of the world. And by the way," Yeuter added, "we get very 

little credit for this. You don't hear the Europeans or the Asians or the 

Third World saying what a marvelous job we've done keeping our markets open 

during a difficult period. You just hear them clamoring for more access." 

Further, little concern is shown for workers once they are displaced by 

trade. The Administration has drastically reduced the funds available for 

supporting, training and upgrading skills for trade-displaced workers and 

continues to favor the elimination of the trade adjustment assistance program. 

Even the Administration's recent budget proposals, trumpeted as a belated 

recognition that additional adjustment efforts are needed, signal the end of 

trade adjustment assistance under the guise of program consolidation." 

Worker Rights 

"Section 301 should be amended to define as an unjustifiable and act, 

the failure on the part of a country to take steps to adopt internationally 

recognized worker rights, as contained in Title V of the Trade Agreements Act 

of 1984. Failure to take such steps should result in the denial of most-favored

nation treatment as long as that country remained out of compliance. The AFL-CIO 

strongly believes that competitive advantage in trade should not be derived 

from the denial of the right to greedom of association, the refusal to insure 

a safe work environment, the absence of acceptable standards for minimum wages, 

the exploitation of child labor or other such reprehensible practices. Under 

the leadership of Congressman Pease, last year's House bill made significant 

progress toward achieving this goal. and legislation this year shoud do nothing 

less. It should be emphasized that the inclusion of these worker rights and 

standards in U.S. trade law does not require the international adoption of U.S. 

practices. There already exists i!l.ternational agreement on tbeir meaning through 

the conventions of the International Labor Organization. For example, acceptable 

standardo fo~ minimum wages does not mean the adoption of the U.S. minimum wage, 

but the establishment of minimum wage machinery commensurate with a country's 

level of development." 
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Less-Developed Country Debt Crisis 

"As part of any comprehensive solution to America's trade prnblem, 

steps to address the continuing problem of less-developed country debt are 

needed. The relationship between the growing indebtedness of the poorer 

countries and trade is clear. To maintain the semblance of solvency, these 

countries have been required to restrict imports and boost exports in order 

to earn foreign exhcange to service their debt. The burden of these polcies 

has disproportionately fallen on the workers of both countries. It is 

essential that measures be adopted to insure that this burden is shared in 

a more equitable fashion. The AFL-CIO supports proposals that would reduce 

the principal owed as well as mandate reductions in interest rates." 

53. 


